Abstract：Clonal selection algorithm has a shortcoming when solving the problem of combinatorial optimization，which is that the antibody diversity of population evolution declines in later stage. Therefore, this paper has improved the selection operator of this algorithm and introduced tabu criteria. What's more, the benchmark of a typical combinatorial optimization problem is combined to carry out simulation analysis on this algorithm. The result shows that the improved clonal selection algorithm owns a better global convergence, stability and quick convergence ability to solve combinatorial optimization problems.
Introduction
Combinatorial optimization concerns about finding out the best arrangement, grouping, sequence and selection of discrete time through the study of mathematical methods. It is a classic and important branch of operations research. And the issues it studies relate to many areas such as information technology, macro-economic management, industrial engineering, transportation, military technology, communication networks, etc. Lots of optimization questions in real life is to choose the best one from a limited number of conditions and so that most actual optimization problems can be classified as combinatorial optimization problems, for example, knapsack problem [1] , traveling salesman problem(TSP) [2] , job scheduling problem(JSP) [3] [4] [5] , robot path planning [6] , pattern recognition [7] and assembly sequence planning [8] and so on. Over recent years, lots of papers have focused on Artificial Immune Systems (AIS), which have covered reviewing AIS in general, or much more specific aspects of AIS such as data mining , network security, the application of AIS，theoretical aspects and modeling in AIS. AIS have become known as an area of computer science and engineering which uses immune system metaphors for the creation of novel solutions to problems.
Within AIS, there are common and well understood algorithms based on specific aspects of immunology. Clonal selection algorithms are the most widely employed algorithms, which take their inspiration form how cells of the adaptive immune system (specifically, cells called B-cells) interact with the "antigen"(something that causes an immune response) and then undergo a process of cloning, mutation and selection. In this paper, a clonal selection algorithm based on tabu criteria (CSAbT) is presented, which aims to solve traveling salesman problem. This algorithm has improved the selection operator and adds in tabu search algorithm. The experiment results show that artificial immune algorithm has been greatly improved in the aspects of keeping the diversity of population and quickly converging to the optimal solution.
Section 2 mainly describes the proposed algorithm of solving TSP. Then experiments and experimental comparison results are presented in Section 3. Finally, section 4 makes a simple conclusion.
International Conference on Information Science and Computer Applications (ISCA 2013 CSAbT in solving TSP problems Traveling salesman problem, the most representative classic problem of combinatorial optimization, can be described as follows: to calculate the shortest path of going through all the cities on the basis of the given cities and the distances between every two cities. In graph theory, TSP can be described as follows: a graph is given,
and V is the vertex set and A represents the side set, which is composed of the sides between every two vertices. The distances between every two vertices are given and the shortest circuit is required to be calculated. The one means the shortest circuit when every vertex is passed only once.
2.1 Antibody coding, calculation of the fitness and the affinity Antibody coding adopts the form of float encoding method, which means forming coded string with city numbers. The fitness function of the antibody -antigen is defined as follows: can be calculated by this expression:
It reflects that the smaller the Euclidean distance, the higher the individual affinity. And the Euclidean distance goes in zero when two individuals are just the same.
Immune selection operation
Set the measuring vector as ky K while the fitness between the antibody and the antigen is normalized. Then we can see from Eq(4) that the higher the fitness between the antibody and the antigen, then the shorter the distance when the cities are passed by and the higher corresponding normalization metric parameters.
Set the measuring vector as kt K , Then we can see from Eq(5) that the lower the affinity between the antibodies, the lower the degree of similarity between the antibodies and the farther corresponding Euclidean distance and the higher normalized parameter. Then selective probability s P is defined as follows:
(1 )
 represents the selection ratio parameter of the fitness and the affinity. In the early period of algorithm iteration, the diversity of antibody is great and so that more excellent individuals are keen to be kept. In the later period of algorithm iteration, the differences among antibodies have lost and individuals with lower affinities are keen to be kept. Therefore,  makes dynamic adjustment with the iteration and it will decrease gradually when the number of iterations increases.
Crossover, hypermutation and tabu operation
Crossover operator adopts Edge Recombination Crossover. Compared with other interleaved modes, it can make the next generation inherit good qualities from the parent much better.
Hyper-mutation operator is to clone the antibody cell at corresponding number according to the degree of the affinity between the antibody and the antigen.
Here c N is the scale of the total antibody population after cloning, then ) int( means integral function and
stands for the affinity value of the i individual. i N is the cloning number of the i individual. Therefore it can be concluded that after the hypermutation, individuals with high affinities have generated more mirror images, preserved more good characteristics and enhanced the searching ability of solution space.
CSAbT has simulated the memory mechanism of good individuals and stored individuals with high affinities in the memory set. In the process of population iteration, the memory set will be updated if better individuals appear and the memory set will remain unchanged if the individual affinities of the offspring are lower than those of the memory set. On the one hand, the direction of convergence algorithm is ensured and the population will be on a global minimum of evolution. On the other hand, it will easily cause individual diversity reduction and serious population degradation. Especially in the later algorithm evolutionary, individual affinities of the population are similar or identical with those of the memory set, which make the algorithm do some circuitous search around local optimum points and so as to reduce the efficiency of algorithm convergence. Therefore, this algorithm has introduced tabu criteria, whose main idea is to mark obtained local optimum solution and to avoid from such local optimum solution during further iterative process. Add those individuals whose affinities won't increase during recent iterative process into tabu list. Individuals will not be added in the population if they are randomly generated in the neighborhood of the area where individuals in tabu list are generated. The individuals in tabu list will be amnestied if their tabu numbers exceed a certain threshold. Aspiration criteria aims to further expand search space and make good individuals participate in immune process again and ensure persistent search ability against the original space. So individuals which are added randomly have better spatial distribution and circuitous search can be reduced. Then more local optimum points can to be searched, the global search ability of the algorithm gets strengthened and the convergence speed is accelerated. 
Experiments and Results
In order to test the performance of CSAbT algorithm, some experiments are conduced on six TSP problems named Ulysses16, Bays29, Att48, Eil51, Pr120 and Gr202, which come from international TSPLib benchmarks or from papers [9] [10] [11] . We use CSAbT to solve all the test TSP problems which are given above. CSAbT adopts an elitist selection operation as the selection operator, and adopts ordered crossover operator. The maximum iterations are set to be 2000 and all experiments run 20 times. Parameters are set as follows:
Parameters of CSAbT:  Population size: N =100; Memory set size: CM =20; Tabu length: L =5;  Crossover factor: c P =0.4; Mutation factor: m P =0.03; The computational results obtained by the CSAbT algorithm are reported in Table1-2. From the results we can see that CSAbT can quickly converge to the approximate solution and finally reach the global optimum. In most cases, CSAbT can find a better path than the optimal path which has been reported. In addition, the rate of convergence has been improved greatly. This shows that CSAbT is an effective algorithm to solve TSP.
Conclusions
This paper has put forward a clonal selection algorithm based on tabu criteria, which makes full use of the advantages of tabu algorithm and clonal selection algorithm. It has corrected some shortcomings of clonal selection algorithm, which are caused by circuitous search. For instance, the searching efficiency gets lower and it's easy to fall into the local optimal solution. The diversity of the population decreases in the later searching period and the degradation of population gets serious, etc. CSAbT has improved the convergence speed of the algorithm and better reflects these mechanisms such as parallel, self-organizing and immune memory of artificial immune system. The simulations demonstrate that this algorithm has well kept the diversity of the population, avoids trapping in local optimum problem and finally has reached the objectives of global optimization and rapid convergence. In a word, it shows an excellent performance.
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